Project Lead- Climate Change Vertical

About Earthood Services Private Limited (ESPL, or Earthood)

Earthood is leading Climate Change services company accredited by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), VERRA (USA), Gold Standard Foundation (Switzerland), Climate Action Reserve (USA), Global Carbon Council (Qatar), Social Carbon Standard (Brazil), Cercarbono (Colombia), International Carbon Registry (Iceland) and Bureau of Energy Efficiency India with offices in Asia, South America, and Europe. Founded in 2012, Earthood has grown as an internationally recognized organization working in Climate Change mitigation and well as broad Environmental Sustainability & Agriculture sectors. Core services comprise of consulting, auditing and certification, including, but not limited to audits for carbon offsetting projects, advisory for Net-Zero roadmap, ESG strategy, and Energy Efficiency.

Job description

- Conducting audits of carbon offset projects under various programs (GS, VCS, CDM, GCC, etc.)
- Evaluating the carbon credit requirements from projects under various sectors like energy, chemical, waste, forestry & agriculture
- Supporting team leaders in various aspects of validation and verification of carbon credits
- Analysing the big data sheets for their accuracy and correctness inline to the requirements of methodology and applicable tools from United Nations
- Cross-checking and verifying evidence and data sources, assessment of emission reduction calculations.
- Writing validation/ verification reports
- Planning of site -visits and travelling to site for audits mainly in Turkey
- Handling client interactions

What’s in it for you

- We offer competitive salaries based on prevailing market rates. In addition to your introductory package, you can expect to receive the following benefits:
- Flexible working hours and leave policy
- Learning and development opportunities
- Access to industry and domain thought leaders
- At Earthood, you get a rare opportunity to join an established company at the early stages of a significant and well-backed global growth push

What it’s like to work with us

We don’t believe in constrained traditional hierarchies and instead work in flexible teams with the freedom to achieve successful business outcomes. We want more people who can thrive in a fast-paced, collaborative environment. Our comprehensive support system comprises a global network of advisors and experts, providing unparalleled opportunities for learning and growth. Please share your CV along with the Motivation Statement through sneh.sachar@earthood.in.

Location - Ankara, Turkey

Monday-Friday - 9:30am-5:30pm